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2021 Holiday Season: 4 Retail Strategies to Do More With Less

Introduction
In 2020, the holiday season put the retail industry to
the test. Today, despite vaccines rolling out globally, the
2021 holiday season will be far from a holiday for retail
associates who will be more active than ever. Plus, given
the changing environment it is difficult to predict what
revenue figures for 2021 will be.


Planning ahead will be paramount to enable you to have
In a 2021 retail tech report, WBR Future Stores surveyed

speed and flexibility in your decision-making when peak

100 Retail Directors and industry leaders: 25% said their

days hit. Today, retail employees are not underperforming

organizations are looking to invest in technology to

or disengaged. On the contrary, they are over performing

solve their merchandising and trade operations

and overloaded, having to do more with less resources. At

challenges, 21% to support product training and

this point, giving your employees the right tools to do their

implementation, 20% for store performance monitoring

job is also a way to boost motivation by showing true

and 19% for store audits. Most importantly, 70% said

understanding of how valuable they are.



they would invest in an integrated mobile platform.
At SimpliField, we support 130+ brands and retailers with a
fully-integrated mobile-first platform for retail
performance. Here are four foolproof ways retail
performance technology can support your teams in the
2021 holiday season, with insights from industry leaders
and case studies.
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1

Instant Communications for
Increased Team Collaboration

Yes, teams can receive emails, text, notifications, and newsletters, but with these coming from all directions, often being
read on disparate, unsecure platforms, confusion and overloading follows suit. Plus, field and store teams may have
limited access to connected devices, keeping them from staying informed of holiday-specific initiatives.

In fact, 45% of retail leaders surveyed say their preparedness for the upcoming holiday shopping season is
poor (1%) or needs improvement (44%).

Clarity on your company’s goals, products and services is

Plus, field and store associates could easily get their

essential for field and store teams to fully grasp and

voices heard by liking and commenting feedback on

quickly answer questions about your offerings when

SimpliField Newsfeed publications, resulting in at least

interacting with shoppers. Clear communications help to

10% increase in team engagement. Similarly, the

avoid misinformation or confusion between online and

SimpliField Chat allowed to share customer feedback to

in-store experiences, particularly knowing that multiple

the whole enterprise and a dedicated Merchandising

discounts and deals are what attracts customers the

module with photos enabled merchandising decisions

most during these periods.



to happen quickly.

 


A recent 2021 survey among retail leaders in North

In times of change and uncertainty, listening to those

America, found that 47% will empower associates with

people closest to consumers and on the ground

connected technology. This resonates with our

everyday is the best way to anticipate change and drive

customers who have found that a single platform,

action.

easily accessible from a mobile device, serves as a gate
to their flow of information. Straight from the
SimpliField app, they were able to communicate
announcements instantly and in one place, targeting
specific teams and store groups.
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Case Study:

Luxury Cosmetics
Our client is a wholesale luxury division of a leading
international beauty and cosmetics group. With a
portfolio of 26 luxury brands, the brand offers skincare
products, makeup and fragrances.


Serving as the eyes and ears of HQ, Field Teams reported
daily on a large network of wholesalers present across 3
different countries. Per month, Area Managers and Sales
Representatives alone were conducting 300 visits to
provide 160 reports manually.

Excels, photos and multiple
inquiries were creating spamming
email communications that were
not fostering team collaboration
and engagement.

The SimpliField NewsFeed became a valuable communication tool to provide detailed qualitative field information, but
also enabled managers to instantly view the latest field news particularly during busy times and Covid-19. Today, Field
Teams organically engage with it daily, fostering a more collaborative reporting approach.

Reporting time was reduced by 75%, meaning Field Teams can focus on in-store implementation and
compliance, not on paperwork.
Instant in-app communications increased team engagement. Quickly adopted as a daily collaboration tool,
over 25 posts per month are shared on the Newsfeed with varied posts on new associates, merchandising
displays, new initiatives or even training documents.

“We’ve never had such real feedback
from the field. Plus, our field teams
love the Newsfeed: they quickly found
it engaging, real and transparent.”
Retail Brand Manager

Leading International Luxury Beauty Brand

Find out more
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Digital Reporting to Boost
Efficiency and Compliance,
Even During the Busy Season

The holiday period may well kick-off early again in 2021, especially if the rumors that Amazon will hold a second sales
event in the fall are true. According to a study by the National Retail Federation, 42% of consumers started holiday
shopping earlier than normal in 2020.

This year, 86% of retailers will continue to enact in-store safety and sanitation protocols from the 2020 holiday
shopping season, such as mask requirements for associates (91%) and customers (87%). Most will engage in
intensive cleaning, disinfecting, and sanitation (80%) and have social distancing requirements (63%).

This means retailers will need to provide clear guidance on how to enforce masks and social distancing to customers
and store associates, and make sure these are correctly implemented every day, in every store - or else at the risk of
seeing their customers’ satisfaction take a hit.
Putting in place a digital reporting system can help
anticipate such measures and has proven to boost retail
efficiency and compliance for brands and retailers in 2021:
Christmas Tree Shops transitioned from an intranet
solution to SimpliField and saved 45 minutes on
reporting and one hour per week on merchandising
operations
L’Occitane/Melvita Wholesale and Erborian increased
sales by 1-3% and cut reporting time by 50% by
empowering field teams with SimpliField
A leading international luxury cosmetics brand
empowered field teams and saved 75% on reporting
time thanks to digital reporting on SimpliField.
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Multiple digital checklists focusing on guidelines, the implementation of necessary equipment and supporting
merchandising efforts can empower store teams on a daily basis in adjusting to each major holiday event. At SimpliField,
brands and retailers optimized their operations using a library of adaptable templates - or created their own - so that
retail teams could follow a precise step-by-step process to welcome customers in perfect conditions.


With retail facing a data deficit problem during the crisis, collecting and consolidating data at the store-level can foster
the ability to make necessary improvements in real-time. Analyzing results from previous years in regard to compliance
will allow retailers to upgrade best practices this time round and avoid pandemic-fatigued customers and employees.

Case Study:

Christmas Tree Shops
Christmas Tree Shops is an American chain of retail
specialty stores offering a wide range of products for
Every Season, Every Reason - including home, décor, food,
pet, children, kitchen and health/beauty care.


In the midst of 2020, CTS wanted to transition from an
Intranet solution to a unified, mobile-first platform where
HQ, Field, and Stores could communicate and act on tasks
in real time, providing visibility and driving better results.


SimpliField provided CTS with a fully integrated solution
focusing particularly on reporting efficiency: from the
mobile app, users can now easily carry out their daily
operations from completing missions, taking photos and
submitting reports, to interacting live with their peers and
managers through comments and the Chat. Plus, Custom
Dashboards with tailored metrics for HQ, Field & Stores
support CTS in pushing to homogenize best practices at
company level.

Digital reporting was a real time gain: store users
saved 45 minutes on weekly reporting and one
hour per week on merchandising operations using
SimpliField.

“SimpliField allows us to interact as a
single unit - one team with the same
goals, from Store to HQ to Field.
Communication travels at the speed
needed to react to business challenges
throughout the pandemic by using
simplified design principles and a
flexible platform.”
Dawn DeVincent

Operations Manager at Christmas Tree Shops

Find out more
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Remote Visits: Managing Stores
Closely, From Afar

Back in 2020, conducting regular in-person store visits
was difficult - or often impossible - for many retailers
and wholesalers alike. In 2021, conducting remote store
visits is now a strategic operational choice:

At SimpliField, our customers have seen their travel
and expenses (T&E) costs reduced by 80% with
virtual store management.

During the holiday season, remote visits can save
precious time needed for flawless store execution and
improved customer experience. Essentially, they give
way for more time to be spent on other value-adding
activities like coaching teams for the season or visiting
stores which need the most support.
Remote visits can also be held more frequently, keeping
frontline teams motivated and accountable by
measuring progress. By being goal-oriented, teams and
managers can be aligned, see areas of improvements
and share successes across the retail network. Plus,
consolidating these results in Analytics Dashboards
give a clearer view so that not one store is ever left
behind in the process. 


Recording feedback in real-time on new product
strategy, in-store events, promotions, merchandising
and even sales methods during holiday periods also
provide a clear picture of what’s going on at a store
level, be aware of complications and therefore take
actions to bring concrete solutions.
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Case Study:

Eyewear Retail

Our client is the leading brand of an international
eyewear group. Since 2018, SimpliField supports the
brand’s teams with a solution tailor-made for the
eyewear market.


With all stores forced to close in March 2020 due to
Covid-19, our client needed to efficiently solve the
challenges brought by the pandemic to optimize
re-openings.


The challenge lied particularly with the inability to
access stores, which made it even more complex to
rationalize and centralize information. Regional
Directors could not quickly provide their teams with
new health and safety guidelines and Store Directors
were preoccupied with the efficiency of managing store
re-openings from a distance, particularly with providing
the necessary sanitary equipment.
The SimpliField app facilitated agile execution even
during the pandemic by identifying the needs of field
teams: thanks to digital reporting and remote visit
scheduling, stores were equipped with adequate masks
and hydroalcoholic gels, and subsidiaries with Plexiglas.

As a result, teams gained up to 7 days when
implementing new operations and these
increased in quality by up to 70%. Managers also
gained full visibility on store operations thanks to
an organized photo gallery of up to 40,000 photos.

“What we love the most about
SimpliField is that it’s simple! Our team
likes that the tool is easy to use: it
enables us to see the results that count
and to collaborate on one single
platform.”
Operations Support Manager at Global Eyewear Brand

Find out more
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Empowering Retail Talent
Can Actually Cost You Less

Employees under pressure will leave. In fact, turnover
in the retail industry has increased from 76 to 81% in
recent years, nearly double the overall rate of 44%
across all industries.


This holiday season, Salesforce predicts that labor
shortages will force U.S. retailers to spend $47 billion in
additional wages for store associates in November and
December 2021 compared to the same period in 2020.


Low retail employee retention rates don’t attract talent
and come at a cost: the majority of retail managers say
that retaining just one employee would boost monthly
revenue by at least 6%. 


There are 61 million Gen Zs entering the workforce.
They are digital-savvy and looking for more human
relationships at work: they expect mobile
communications to be the norm and 40% say they
expect to have daily interactions with their boss. With
jobs to fill for the busy season, having transparent and
regular communication with employees and in your
recruitment process will be a strong competitive
advantage.

“The key touchpoint in physical retail is
purchase, but many have foregone a
pre-component to that:
employee-customer service. This is
where store associates need to be
armed with tools to support them in
building that strategy.”
Ricardo Lajoie

VP of Global Product Creation at Footlocker

In our Webinar: Connecting Digital and Physical Worlds in Retail
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Today, the physical world remains at the center of the
retail industry and is making a big comeback as the
main component of the customer journey: 50% of
consumers want to shop in stores as soon as possible to
experience products but also interact with store
associates. Making sure your employees are ready to
welcome customers and enthusiastic about your brand
will also translate into a larger average basket size.


When considering your retail digital transformation,
industry research shows that the total cost of ownership
for an on-premises system will be more than double that
of SaaS-based cloud solutions. No wonder the market
demand is growing in that direction.

“We spend so much time onboarding and training new employees. How do we
do this when we are so decentralized? We need a centralized platform that is
safe and efficient. We don’t want employees behind screens, we want them
greeting and having conversations. Such technology can put all back-office and
training needs in one place, we can push campaigns at different levels… It’s
addressing the shift that we need to make more quickly to adapt to the market.”
In our Webinar: Reinventing Experiential Retail in 2021
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Jean-Christophe Jaunin

Global Head of B2C at Nespresso

Case Study:

L’Occitane Brands
L’Occitane en Provence is a global leader in natural beauty and cosmetics offering body, face and home products. The
group counts 3 major brands including L’Occitane en Provence, Melvita and Erborian.


Field Teams of beauty advisors, animators, coaches and Sales Managers at L’Occitane en Provence serve as the eyes and
ears for headquarters to report on the 30,000 premises where the brands are present.
However, reporting data was a lengthy process for Field
Teams who saw their workload doubled due to paperwork
as each visit required a new Powerpoint deck. Without a
standardized format or specific requirements, insights were
not consistent and not consolidated for headquarter teams
to take informed decisions.


Digital reporting and intelligent automations on SimpliField
streamlined processes to gain time and optimize resources.
Managers can organize and schedule team activities, assign
and track follow-up actions, and view results for every team
and point of sale.

In a matter of weeks, Field Teams and
headquarters saw their time spent on reporting
reduced by 50%, including to consolidate the
Annual Activity Report.


Sales increased by 1-3% after 1 year with a better
UPT and conversion rate.

“SimpliField, the tool to centralize all
the field metrics you need, VM best
practices and documents.”
Aurélie Lavenaire

Sales Director at L'Occitane Wholesale

Find out more
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About Simplifield
SimpliField is an all-in-one, fully integrated mobile platform for retail
operations, communications, and advanced performance analytics.


Today, over 130 leading international brands and retailers spanning 400K stores
in 65 countries trust SimpliField to help them deliver on the promise of
providing their customers and their teams with an excellent experience, every
day and in every store.
Find out more about our platform and contact us for a free custom demo here.
Want more success stories? See how Sony launched iconic product launches
or how Asics unlocks sales potential with powerful merchandising here.
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